
Some WinNuts Subroutines 
 
LMB = left mouse button 
RMB = right mouse button 
 
Zoom 
 zo 
 LMB click and drag 
 RMB click 
 RMB click again to return (or Ctrl-F) 
 enter (to exit this subroutine) 
 
Phasing 
 ph 
 hold down LMB and move left or right to phase 
 enter (to leave this subroutine) 
 
Baseline Correction (should be done if planning to integrate) 
 bc 
 enter (to exit this subroutine) 
 
Peak Picking  (manual) 
 dp 
 LMB click on each peak 
 c to clear any pick is necessary 
 enter (to exit this subroutine) 
 (dp followed by c will clear peak picking from a previous spectrum) 
 
Peak Picking (automatic) 
 pp 
 hold LMB down and move to define minimum peak height 
 M (while still holding LMB down) 
 enter (to exit this subroutine) 
 
Integration 
 id 
 L, L, L, L... to remove previous integrals if present 
 click LMB to get a red line 
 click LMB on left side of peak 
 click LMB on right side of peak 
 repeat these three clicks for each peak that you want to integrate 
 click LMB to get red line 
 move red line over a peak (but don’t click) that you want to normalize with 
 v 
 enter normalization number 
 OK 
 enter (to exit this subroutine) 



Some NMR Experiments that can be done on the EFT-60 
 
Data is collected in WinPNMR 
Data is processed in WinNuts 
 
1H NMR 
 WinPNMR 

if not already at the 1H> prompt, type nu h1 followed by enter 
  zg enter enter 
 WinNuts 
  a2 
  subroutines 
 
13C NMR
 WinPNMR 
  if not already at the 13C> prompt, type nu c13 followed by enter 
  zg enter enter 
 WinNuts 
  a1 
  (if you plan to run a HETCOR, save as c13_border) 
  subroutines 
 
DEPT 
 WinPNMR 

run a 1H spectrum 
WinNuts 

adjust the phase and baseline 
 WinPNMR 
  nu c13 enter 
  dept enter enter 
 WinNuts 
  Ctrl-F11 then choose file (my dept) then 0.5 when promted 
  enter 
 
COSY 
 WinPNMR 

if not already at the 1H> prompt, type nu h1 followed by enter 
  cosy enter enter 
  2 (when prompted for relaxation delay) 
  1 or 4 when prompted 
 WinNuts 
  Ctrl-F5 
  my cosy 
  OK (for parameters) 
  pull down Borders menu 
   pick top spectrum (h1_border) 
   pick left spectrum (h1_border) 
  c (to go to “contour” which is more printable) 

mh (to change minimum peak height; a lower number gives a darker peak) 



 
HETCOR 
 WinPNMR 
  if not already at the 13C> prompt, type nu c13 followed by enter 
  het enter 

enter 
  2 (relaxation delay) 
  # of scans 
 WinNuts 
  Ctrl-F6 
  my het 
  OK (for parameters) 
  pull down Borders menu 
   pick top spectrum (c13_border) 
   pick left spectrum (h1_border) 
  c (to go to “contour” which is more printable) 

mh (to change minimum peak height; a lower number gives a darker peak) 
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